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Statistics on Social Media
Usage and Social Impact
Attention, Time and data are the most valuable
items that people can spend.

3.6 billion people use social media today

3 hours daily
People aged
16 yrs - 29yrs

People aged 45 yrs - 54 yrs
spend an average of
1hr 39min
Millennials spend around 2
hours and 30minutes on social
media platforms, each day.

45.5 days every year
*People aged between 16yrs - 29yrs

2 billion users on YouTube
There are 2.7 billion users on
Facebook
There are 1 billion users on
Instagram

YouTube Partner Program
Have more than 4,000 valid public
watch hours in the last 12 months.
Have more than 1,000 subscribers.
Have a linked AdSense account.

WHO estimate the
average life span is
72 years

average 9 years

Speak to friends or a
professionial to set up

IMPORTANT INFO
Point of Conversion
Website
Without a proper source of conversion, the
website, spending money on Digital
Marketing is pointless.
The website must perform a function that
requires a conversion from your audience.

e-commerce
website

What is a conversion?
A conversion occurs when a visitor to your
website completes a desired goal, such as
filling out a form or making a purchase.

Subscription based
donations.
Earning without
chasing
Powered by Data
& Analytics
Intelligent data
analytics, creating
an easy to manage
website & successful
marketing
strategy

Different Types
of Conversions
Conversions include:
Donations & Subscription Donations
Contact Forms
Online Purchases
Email Sign Ups

The Solution

Strategy Planning
& Management

Master Strategy
across all diocese.
Management
catered to each
individual diocese
Successful Results

Data Analytics driving
successful results

Master Strategy
Create a master
strategy across all
diocese. Consistent
brand throughout

Tailored to each
diocese

Tailor the conversions
to each diocese.
Manage multiple
conversions

Results Driven
by Data

Through analytics
tools and sophisticated digital strategy
solutions. Results that
are successful.

